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HYBRID STRESS FINITE ELEMENTS FOR LARGE 
DEFORMATIONS OF INELASTIC SOLIDS 
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Center for the Advancement of Computational Mechanics, School of Civil Engineering, Georgia Institute 

of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332, U.S.A. 

AIrstract-A new hybrid stress finite element algorithm, based on a generalization of Fraeijs de Veubeke’s 
complementary energy principle is presented. Analyses of large quasistatic deformation of inelastic solids 
(hypoelastic, plastic, viscoplastic) are within its capability. 

Principal variables in the formulation are the nominal stress rate and spin. A brief account is given of 
the boundary value problem in these variables, and the ‘equivalent’ variational principle. The finite 
element equation, along with initial positions and stresses, comprise an initial value problem. Factors 
affecting the choice of time integration schemes are discussed. Results found by application of the new 
algorithm are compared to those obtained by a velocity based finite element algorithm. 

NOTATION 
configuration (image of the body in space at time T) 
position vector in space at time r 
position vector in space at (present) time t 
&a/ax’; V,= &apx’; ci = aapt + V Vu (material 
derivative of ‘a’) 
deformation function; maps C(7) to C(t) as 
x = Lo(, t) 
velocity function; related to deformation function as 
Vkor, 9.1) = aiak(x, 4 
=(V,E,(X, t))r deformation gradient 
= det F, 
= (VV(x, r))r velocity gradient 
=V V(x, t) dilatation 

=!(L + Lq stretching 

T 
=j(L - Lr) spin 

true traction; T, nominal traction relative to C(r) 
true stress; u, = J,r Kirchhoff stress relative to C(7) 
= F;b, nominal stress relative to C(7) 
true traction rate; Tr nominal traction rate 
= jr + i Kirchhoff stress rate 
= - (6 + 0) ‘7 + i nominal stress rate 
=d - 0 . z + 7 .o ‘corotational’ stress rate 
= material stiffness tensor 

INTRODUCTION 

research which produced the present hybrid 
stress finite element algorithm was motivated by the 
observation that hybrid stress algorithms consistently 
outperform those using velocity (or displacement) as 
the sole variable. Hybrid stress models for 
infinitesimal deformation of shells and incom- 
pressible solids have been topics of intense research 
since Pian’s lirst presentation of such a model in 
1964[1]. However, hybrid stress models for finite 
deformations have only been researched since Fraeijs 
de Veubeke’s[2] presentation of a complementary 
energy principle for finite elastic deformations, and 
Atluri’s[3,4] generalization of that principle for in- 
elastic solids. A hybrid stress model for finite elastic 

tPost-Doctoral Research Fellow. 
IRegents’ Professor of Mechanics. 
Yl’he eqns (1) and (3)-(6) are exact. The constitutive equa- 

tion (4) encompasses many of the material models found in 
the engineering literature. 

deformation was presented by Murakawa[S]. In this 
report a hybrid stress model for finite inelastic defor- 
mation is presented. 

THE BOUNDARY 

Compatibility 

VALUE PROBLEM 

VX(6 -o)=o; t-fT=O; o+oT=O. (1) 

Linear Momentum Balance (LMB) 

v.i+pb=o. 

Angular Momentum Balance (AMB) 

(2) 

[(c + w) . r + tj - [(c + 0). T + i]‘= 0. 

Constitutive Equation 

(3) 

c=IJ-‘:(i-E); i++r.w-a,.r+P). (4) 

Velocity Boundary Condition (VBC) 

Ss.(-6 +o +VV)=O on S, 
(6s is any tangent on S,). 

Traction Boundary Condition (TBC) 

(5) 

n. i = *, on S,. (6) 

Above are listed the equations of the general 
boundary value problem associated with quasistatic 
deformations of inelastic solids.9 From (1) to (4) one 
may obtain 18 scalar equations for the 9 unknown 
stress rate components fy, 3 unknown spin com- 
ponents ol, and 6 unknown stretching components 
6 0. In conventional approaches one resets (l)-(6) so 
that only velocity components v’ appear as variables. 
Alternatively one may use (4) to eliminate L as a 
variable in (I), (3) and (5), thus obtaining a boundary 
value problem involving only the components of 
stress rate and spin. Any solution of this latter 
boundary value problem necessarily satisfies the vari- 
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ational problem, 

s y([(L +w).r +i]:6w}=o; (7) 

s ,I(- c +o]:&}dI’+ 
I 

n . Si . V dS = 0; (8) 
SY 

s (n.i-?,).6VdS=O; (9) 
& 

0 + r.J = 0; (10) 

v.i+pb=o; (11) 

provided that only stress rate variations Si such that 

v.si=o 

and spin variations 6w such that 

(12) 

60 +6wT=0 (13) 

are admitted to the functionals. In (7) and (8) c is 
supposed to be expressed as a function of i and w, via 
(4). Equations (7)-(13) are counterpart to the com- 
plementary virtual work principle of infinitesimal 
deformation theories, and form the basis for the finite 
element algorithm presented here. 

As may be surmised from eqns (4) above, the 
present approach necessitates reformulation of the 
constitutive equation. In applications one typically is 
given or may find a constitutive equation of the form 

ti*=y:c+x, (14) 

where y and X may depend upon the stress but not 
on 6. The form (4) is easily obtained if one first notes 
the relation between the corotational stress rate 6* 
and the symmetrical Lure stress rate ;: 

i =&*-T:t; T,, = f(r,6, + S,7& (15) 

Using (14) to eliminate 6* from (15), we get 

,: =w:E +X: w=jJ-1. (16) 

The form (4) follows immediately by inversion of 
(16). Since no new constitutive postulate was made, 
the ‘reformulation’ is really no more than a change of 
variable. 

THEFINITEELEMENTALGORITHM 

Equations (7)-(13) are the basis for the finite 
element algorithm presented here. The finite element 
equations are obtained by introduction of polynomial 

tGaussian quadrature rules are used. 
$Mathematical “rank” conditions require that NT = 

NQ - T, where T is the number of translational degrees of 
freedom of an element. Moreover, the [QFS’l and [QTj 
should be of the same polynomial degree. See [6] for further 
discussion. The shape functions used in the example accom- 
panying this paper are given in Appendix A. 

4The last term in the integrand is an “angular momentum 
imbalance”: h is the time steu size; see 161. 

representations for V, w, and i (satisfying 10-13 a 
priori) to (7)-(9), and performing the assigned inte- 
grations.? On the Nth element let V, o, and ibe 
represented as 

V = F N,JNi N; isoparametric shape functions 
r=l 

(17) 

NW 

w = c QB’,aNi where QWi+QWIT=O (18) 
i=I 

NT 

i = 2 = 1 QTijNi + ib where QTi = V x ai (19)$ 

v.ib= -pb, 

The representation for the stress rate i is independent 
on each element, so to (9) we append a statement of 
‘interelement traction reciprocity’, obtaining: 

NELM 

= is 

(n.i.hV)dS 
N=l sN-&v-+4 

- 

s 

&‘SdS =O, 
(SN n s.1 1 

(20) 

(which includes 9). The finite element counterparts to 
(7), (8) and (20) are listed below (the element index 
‘N’ has been suppressed on the spin and stress rate 
parameters ai and /I’). 

{8a}T{ -[HI1 fP2]{i} + {P”“} + {P”} = 0 (21) 
I 

{Wi’i -VP PI{;} + {W”} + {P”} 
1 

+ [GI{@N} = 0 (22) 1 
Tf{ {hN}T[O GNU{;} - (au.}'iF~}} = o.(23) 

Henceforth we refer to (21) as AMB, to (22) as 
compatibility, and to (23) as TBC. The individual 
matrices are defined below: 

+ t :(QWi QWj)} dk’ (24) 

H!? = rl {(T ’ QWJ:a:(Qq)-QWi:QTj}dV (25) 

HZ’ = 
rl I vN {(QTJ:@:(r . Qy) - QTi:Qy} dI’ (26) 

F(= s t(N3 dS (29) 
(SN o .%) 

(QWJ:ib+@:ib).r+$ftdv (3o)g 
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Pfb= 
s 

((QTi):(-&ib)} dl’ (31) 

177 

r’=(l/J,~E;*.t,(X’,t) (38) 

V’ = &(x’, 1) (39) 

i’= (l/J,?F’. t@, t). (w 

Introduction of (37)-(4(l) to (35) and (36) gives 

(32) 

(33) 

and 4 is obtained from g-’ by symmetrization: 

D,, = $(W;: + W$ + W&’ + W&). (34) 

This symmetrization is easily done ufer W-’ is 
computed, and serves to reduce by a factor of four 
the number of multiplications required to compute 
the H matrices (24)--(27). 

The procedure which leads one from (21) to (23) to 
the approximate solution of the boundary problem 
involves little beyond ordinary algebra. We remark 
that (21) and (22) may be used to eliminate the spin 
and stress rate parameters from (23), so that thefinal 
system of equations involves only the nodal velocities as 
unknowns. Details may be found in [6]. 

INTJIGRATION OF THE MOTION OF THE BODY 

The finite element algorithm just described pro- 
duces an approximation for the stress rate i and 
velocity V, as opposed to stress increments and 
displacement increments. Thus, considerably more 
freedom of choice of time integration schemes is 
afforded by the present approach than by incremental 
approaches (which are predisposed to integration by 
the relatively inefficient Euler’s method). In this sec- 
tion we (i) formally state an initial value problem, (ii) 
discuss numerical integration of that problem, and 
(iii) present a “forward gradient scheme” which 
stabilizes numerical solutions of that problem (for 
bodies which exhibit stress relaxation). 

Let {x} = {x’, x2, . . . , xND be the vector of nodal 
positions, and let {v) = {v’, J . . , fl”} be the vector 
of nodal velocities, where Nd is the total number of 

;,s”_“$S~rt’!, let 
} 

{r} = {r’, r2, . . . , z”} and 
t be the quadrature point stresses 

and stress rates, respectively, where G is the total 
number of quadrature points in the body. To indicate 
the dependence of {v} and {i} on {x}, {z}, and the 
time dependent prescribed loads, we writet 

(4 =A{4 I+ tl (35) 

{i> = g[{x)* +>7 4. (36) 

Since each element node is associated with the 
same material point XI throughout a deformation, 
and likewise for each quadrature point, we may write 
each component of {xl, {r], {v}, and {i} as 

x’ = x,or’, I) (37) 

tThe functions f and g are introduced specifically as a 
“shorthand” for the solution of the finite element eouations. 
In practice. integrations may be performed on one~element 
at a time. 

$By formation of a residual. 

{n,) =f,[{xJ, {tJ, tl; (41) 

{ir} = g,[(i& {r,>, tl; (42) 

the definitions off, and g, being clear. Equations (41) 
and (42) and appropriate initial values comprise an 
initial value problem. 

It is clear that this initial value problem is predis- 
posed to numerical integration. In principle, any time 
stepping scheme in the literature may be used. Three 
important factors affecting the choice of a particular 
scheme are: 

(1) The solution vector ({xr(tN)}, {tr(tN)}) at the 
time t = tN is of scalar dimension NDOF + 9G, where 
NDOF is the number of kinematic degrees of freedom 
of the mesh and G is the total number of quadrature 
points. Storage required for implementation of 
different integration schemes can vary appreciably. 

(2) Evaluation of (f,g,) is expensive since it 
involves forming and solving the finite element equa- 
tions. 

(3) The functions f, and g, are generally discon- 
tinuous at points ({I,}, {tr}) which correspond to 
material yield surfaces. 

The multistep methods (implicit and explicit) re- 
quire relatively few evaluations of (f,,g,) per step; 
this is an attractive feature. Howepr, multistep meth- 
ods are not self starting, the time step is not easily 
changed, and they have relatively large storage re- 
quirements (since several past values of (f,, gr) must 
be carried along). Moreover, they cannot be expected 
to be accurate when the solution crosses a yield 
surface (since they are based on smooth polynomial 
interpolation of the solution over several time steps). 
On the other hand, the single step methods (implicit 
and explicit) are easily started, the time step size is 
easily adjusted, and they have relatively small storage 
requirements. They can be expected to perform more 
favorably than the multistep methods when the solu- 
tion crosses a yield surface since smoothing over 
several time steps is not “built in”. The disadvantage 
of the single step methods is that a relatively larger 
number of evaluations of (f,, gZ) are required per step 
to achieve a given accuracy when a yield surface is 
not crossed. The scheme used may be varied from 
problem to problem, and it is often advantageous to 
vary it within a single problem. 

In the example accompanying this report the Euler 
and classical second order Runge-Kutta (RK2) 
methods were used. Details of these methods may be 
found in many textbooks. Errors of the Euler method 
were gauged (qualitatively). by step-halving and by 
comparison to results of second order integration for 
randomly selected time steps. 

It is worthy of special note that complementary 
work and energy principles provide no means what- 
ever for checking the satisfaction of LMB$, so it is of 
crucial importance that the numerical integration 
scheme not introduce errors which unbalance the 
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stress. This maintenance of balanced stress, necessary 
in stress-based finite element algorithms, is the coun- 
terpart of maintenance of compatible deformation, 
necessary in velocity-based algorithms. It can be 
shown [6] that LMB is maintained when the stress t, 
is integrated explicitly, but not when other stresses 
(such as 7) are integrated explicitly. Thus we integrate 
t, (and x,), and find 7 (afterwards) by the formula 

7 = l/J,F, . 2,. (43) 

STABILITY OF NUMERICAL TIME 

INTEGRATION SCHEMES 

It is possible that the difference between two sup- 
posed numerical solutions of a given initial value 
problem is much larger than would be expected to 
arise from discretization error alone. As an example, 
consider integration of the stress in a material of the 
type (14) by the Euler method. We suppose, for the 
sake of simplicity, that e(t) is given and 
Z(7) = -2/~&/r’), so that the difference between two 
solutions satisfies 

Ad* = [kT(z + AZ) -Y(z)]:c(t) - (3py)Ar’. (44) 

If the eleastic matrix and stretching are such that, in 
the Euclidean norm, 

I/M7 +A~)--V(~)I:L(~)~~I~IA~--*O (45) 

as I/A7 11 +O, then for sufficiently small 11A7 11, eqn (44) 
may be replaced by 

A&* = -(3j~y)At’. (46) 

Defining da as AC = J&At’: A 7’, we may reduce 
(46) to a scalar equation in the invariant Au: 

d/dt(Ag) = -(3fiy)Aa. (47) 

For an initial value Ao(0) (small), the closed form 
solution of (47) is 

Aa = Au(O) e-(3j’@. 

Euler’s method yields 

(48) 

Aa, = Aa(O)( 1 - 3pyh)“‘. (49) 

It is clear from (48) that Ao decays to zero as time 
passes. This means that the closed form solution of 
the initial value problem 

d*=y:e(t)+X; t(O)=70 (50) 

is stable with respect to sufficiently small per- 
turbations of 7;. On the other hand, the numerical 
solution (49) attenuates as time passes only if 

I(1 - 3PYh)I < 1. 

This means that the numerical solution 
stable with respect to small perturbations 
so long as the time step h is bounded as 

(51) 

of (SO) is 
of 7; only 

(52) 

This bound is identical to the bound given by Cor- 
meau ([7], see eqns 16 and 54 in this reference). 

Time steps such as (52) are necessary stability of 
numerical solutions of the finite element-initial value 
problem as presented above. Argyris et al. [8] remark 
that this time step restriction amounts to limiting the 
inelastic strain increment to be smaller than the 
elastic strain. Since the elastic strain is usually very 
small in metals such as those used in structures, this 
implies that a finite deformation analysis would entail 
an intolerably large number of steps. 

The work of Kanchi et al. [9] and Athui and 
Murakawa [4] suggest the “forward gradient scheme” 
now given. To improve the estimate of the inelastic 
strain increment in a time step, we replace ~“(7~) by 
an estimate of the mean value of the inelastic stretch- 
ing in that time step: 

c(7(t, + Oh)) = e(7(rN) + Oh: _ :k* (53) 
I-TN 

where the parameter 6,O I 8 < 1, serves to locate the 
time at which the mean value is achieved. 

Equation (53) may be introduced to the finite 
element algorithm through the constitutive equation; 
(14) becomes 

d =vs:c +?& 

where 

Y++tIh$]-‘; ?Z,= -Ys:c”. (54) 

From Ye (54) we derive W, just as we derived W from 
v 

X,= -ys:cp= -(W,+T):CP. 

When a material which exhibits relaxation is to be 
analyzed, W, and Y& are introduced to the finite 
element algorithm for W and Z. The effect on accu- 
racy of so called “gradient schemes” is investigated in 
Fl. 

EXAMPLE: GROWTH OF A VOID IN A VISCOPLASTIC 

MEDIUM 

In this example we examine the growth of a void in 
a hypoelastic/viscoplastic medium. This problem has 
been studied (numerically) by Burke and Nix [lo], who 
treated the material as rigid/viscoplastic. We present 
the problem as a demonstration of the performance of 
the finite element algorithm. The material exhibits 
stress relaxation, so the forward gradient scheme must 
be used to stabilize the time integration. The present 
results agree quite closely with those of Burke and Nix. 

The motion is assumed to be plane strain, and 
throughout the body is a doubly periodic array of 
cylinderical voids. Due to the symmetry we need 
analyze only one quadrant of one rectangular cell of 
the body. The finite element mesh and boundary 
conditions are described in Fig. 1. 
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5 4% x3 

Fig. 1. Finite element mesh and boundary conditions for 
void growth problem. 

with no void would experience a homogeneous con- 
stant stretching 6” =l=O.25 x IO-l4 set-‘. Since 
the material was treated as an incompressible viscous 
fluid by Burke and Nix, our choice of elastic con- 
stants is somewhat arbitrary. We have taken Young’s 
modulus E = 3 x 10’ psi and Poisson’s ration v = 0.4, 
so the material is somewhat like steel in its elastic 
response. 

In Figs 24 the contours of stress 7 “, stress 733 and 
mean stress, have been plotted for L (the elongation 
of the cell) L = 1.01. The stress concentration where 
the hole edge crosses the x3 axis is approximately 
2.7.t This is quite reasonable since the theoretical 
value for an isolated void in a purely elastic medium 
is 3.0. Burke and Nix found an approximate value of 
2.66 for the viscous fluid. In Fig. 5 the contours of 
effective strain rate m/c are plotted for 
L = 1.01. Qualitatively this compares very well to 
Fig. 7 in [lo]. 

In Fig. 6 the deformation is traced from L = 1.0 to 
L = 1.5. These deformations are physically tenable. 
We remark that no indication of any numerical 

Burke and Nix motivate their study by recalling the 
widely held belief that the initiation of creep fracture 
is attributable to the coalescence of voids. Some 
evidence suggests that the growth of voids is gov- 
erned not by diffusion, but by “inhomogeneous plas- 
tic deformation of the surrounding grains.” Cor- 
relation of a “deformation theory” of creep fracture 
to experiment could (in principle) be accomplished by 
finite element analyses of a number of model prob- 
lems. The example presented here serves to demon- 
strate; (i) the feasibility of such an analysis and (ii) the 
performance of the new finite element algorithm. 

The problem has been analyzed in three parts. In 
the first part the cell is brought rapidly from the 
stress-free state to a state of purely elastic strain. This 
is accomplished by a single RK2 step. In the second 
part, relatively small time steps are taken while the 
stress relaxes from the elastic distribution to a nearly 
steady creep distribution. In the third part, time steps 
are taken which produce 1% nominal elongation of 
the qell in each step. To stabilize time integration in 
the second and third parts the forward gradient 
scheme is used, the stability parameter 8 set as 
19 = l/2 and 3/4, respectively. Only the Euler time 
stepping scheme has been used in the second and 
third parts of the problem. 

The material model is a special case of (14): 

This model corresponds to that of Burke and Nix 
with (their) creep exponent n = 1. The fluidity y is set 
as y = 1 x lo-l9 (psi-set)-‘. The velocity at the top 
of the cell (see Fig. 1) was adjusted so that a specimen 

?A stress concentration of approx. 2.59 was observed for 
the elastically stressed medium. 

Fig. 2. Contours of true stress 5” (L = 1.01). 

Fig. 3. Contours of true stress r3j (L = 1.01). 
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Fig. 4. Contours of mean stress (L = 1.01). 

Fig. 5. (a) Contours of effective strain rate (L = 1.01). 

instability was observed in the of integrating this 
deformation. CLOSURE 

In Figs. 7-9 the contours of stress r “, 733, and A new hybrid-stress finite element algorithm for the 
mean stress, have been plotted for L = 1.50. They analysis of large, quasi static, inelastic deformations 
compare very well to the stresses found in ([lo], see has been developed, and its versatility in analyzing 
Fig. 8 there). We note that the stress concentration problems of stress-concentration has been demon- 
has dropped to l.?i. The stress concentration de- strated. The results point to the relative accuracy of 

Fig. 7. Contours of true stress T” (L = 1.50). 

pends strongly on the geometry of the specimen; as 
such, it was observed to decline steadily throughout 
the deformation. In Fig. 10 the contours of effective 
strain rate are plotted for L = 1.5. Again, the qual- 
itative agreement with the results of Burke and Nix 
[lo] is noted (see Fig. 9 there). 

We conclude by noting that in the present analysis 
only 56 four noded elements were used, as compared 
to 56 eight noded elements used in the analysis of 
Burke and Nix. Considering the agreement between 
their results and our own, the present method appears 
to have performed very well, in spite of the large 
disparity in the degrees of freedom of the finite 
element mesh. 

L- 1.10 L-1.25 L= 1.35 L- 1.50 

Fig. 6. Deformation history of cell quadrant. 
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25 

Fig. 8. Contours of true stress r33 (L = 1.50). Fig. IO. Contours of effective strain rate (L = 1.50). 

6.25 
P 

Fig. 9. Contours of mean stress (L = 1.50). 

the present algorithm as compared to standard as- 
sumed velocity formulations commonly reported in 
literature. 
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Plane strain 

APPENDIX A 

The deformation studied in the example accompanying 
this report is plane strain in the character. Just as for 
formulations using ordinary stresses, a number of the 
components of the velocity, spin, and stress rate vanish if a 
Cartesian Coordinate system is chosen with one axis normal 
to the plane of deformation. We have chosen the x2 
coordinate line to be normal to the plane of deformation, 
so that the velocity, spin, stress rate, and stress are of the 
forms 

v=u’e,+v3e, 

w = o13e,e3 + m3’e,e, 

f = i”e,e, + i13e,e3 + i”e,e, + i”e,e, + ig3e3e3 

7 = r”e,e, + rr3e,e3 + 722e,e, + r3’e3e, + r3)e3e3. 

None of the components depends upon x2. The velocity is 
represented on each element as 

v = “c” N,q'. 
I=, 

The shape functions Ni are described below. Similarly the 
spin and stress rate are represented as 

We note that the plane strain condition is not satisfied a 
priori; that is 

&,,=(e,e,):W-‘:a+ #O 

for arbitrary 6i. Rather, ~~~ = 0 follows from the stationary 
condition (a component of (8)): 

In using the finite element algorithm the plane strain 
condition is satisfied only in a mean sense on each element. 

Shape functions for velocity, stress rate, and spin 

Shape functions for plane strain 

x’=x; x)=z. 

Velocity shape functions 

Ni = N,,,e, + N,,P,. 

Four noded element 

N $1 +55,X1 +w3 i = L&3,4 
1,l 

= 

{ 0 i = 5, 6, 7,8 

N3,, = 

i 

0 i= 1,2,3,4 

kl+5~,-4)(l+tl~,_3 i=5,6,7,8 

Irl 51, lttl 51, 

5,=-l, &=I, t3=1, &=-1 

&l-l, rJ2=-1, ?J3=1, t/4=1. 

Shape functions for spin 

QK = W,,,,e,e, + QW31,te3eI 

where 

ew,,., = c 

QB’31.1 = -cl 

QWm = xcz 

QWi3.3 = zc3 

Qw,,., = --xc2 

QW,, 3 = -zc3. 

The constants were used to improve the condition of WI. 

Stress rate shape functions 

QT, = QT,,.,e,e, + 0 + QT,,,,w3 + 0 + QTz,,vz 
+ QT3,,,e3e, + 0 + QT33.1e3e3 

QT,,,, = 1 

QT,,,, = - 1 

QTz2.3 = 1 

QT,w= -1 

QT,,,, = 1. 

For NT = 13 add the following stress shape functions 

QT,,,, =x 

QT,,,, = --z 

QT,,,, = --x 

QTz,, = x 

QT,v= --x 

QT,,., = z 

QT 33,IO = x: 

QT 11.11 = z 

QT 13.12 = --z 

QTw3 = 2. 


